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Figure 2: Slope calculation and 18 degree slope 

Mapping Steep Land in NSW 
Making mapping better using new technology  

Background 
The importance of vegetation on highly sloping land was first recognised in the NSW Soil Conservation Act 1938 with 
the concept of ‘Protected Lands’. Retaining vegetation cover on steep land, particularly over 18 degrees, was a way of 
reducing risk of soil erosion. The 18o slope threshold was adopted from scientific studies using standard erosion plots 
and field observations. It is important that any removal of vegetation (native, exotic or dead) is carried out responsibly 
with minimal disturbance to soil to minimise soil loss from erosion, land slips and silting of waterways. 

Early mapping of these protected land areas was done manually using topographic base maps or interpreted from 
aerial photographs with 3D stereoscopes at various scales. However, limitations in the technology and inconsistencies 
in manual mapping across large areas delivered varied results.  

In 2005 acquisition of ground elevation data from the 30m Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) enabled all of 
NSW to be captured more consistently, resulting in the initial NSW Vulnerable Land dataset of Category A – Steep or 
Highly Erodible land. 

In 2020 with advancements in 
airborne technology, a new 5m 
resolution Digital Elevation Model 
enabled the steep land areas to be 
updated to an even greater level of 
precision and consistency across 
NSW.  

The comparative difference of these 
two scales is represented in Figure 
1.  A 5 metre pixel can better 
represent the shape of real-world 
features than the 30 m pixel version.  

How is land slope determined? 
An initial slope value is calculated for each pixel or grid cell based on the difference in height to its surrounding 
grid cells (as represented in Figure 2).  All the grid cells with values over 18o are aggregated into groups of pixels. 
Some smoothing processes are used to make the final map product more practical for application.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further information 
For more information about Steep land refer to the SEED Environmental Portal:  https://datasets.seed.nsw.gov.au/dataset/steep  

Figure 1:Comparison of data resolution  

Area of steep land                 5m resolution                    30m resolution 
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